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Workshop Agenda
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8:30am Welcome & Introductions

8:45am Background

9:45am Break

10:00am Endangered Species Act

11:30am Q&A with the Services

12:00pm Break for lunch

1:00pm Magnuson–Stevens Act

2:15pm Q&A with National Marine Fisheries Service

2:45pm Break

3:00pm Summary + Q&A

4:00pm Workshop concludes



Workshop Logistics
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Location
Three White Flint North
11601 Landsdown St.
North Bethesda, MD 20852
Conference Room 3WFN-1C05

GoToMeeting
Link: https://global.gotomeeting.com/join/525032389
Passcode: n/a (none required)

Teleconference Line
Call in: (800) 857-9706
Participant Passcode: 8816750

https://global.gotomeeting.com/join/525032389


Welcome

George Wilson
Director, Division of License Renewal



Introductions
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NRC Contacts for
– Endangered Species Act Section 7 Consultation
– Essential Fish Habitat Consultation
– Other ecology questions and issues related to operating 

nuclear plants (e.g., license renewal, subsequent license 
renewal, and license amendments)

Briana Grange
briana.grange@nrc.gov

301-415-1042

Michelle Moser
michelle.moser@nrc.gov 

301-415-6509

mailto:briana.grange@nrc.gov
mailto:michelle.moser@nrc.gov


Background
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Background Topics
• Purpose and goals of the workshop
• Industry concerns and goals
• Regulatory Framework

– National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA),
– Endangered Species Act (ESA), and
– Magnuson–Stevens Fishery Conservation and 

Management Act (MSA)
• Comparison of consultations under

– license renewal (LR) and
– subsequent license renewal (SLR) 



Background
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• Provide background regarding the ESA and MSA
• Describe requirements for consultation under the ESA and 

MSA
• Describe the role of the NRC, the Services,* and applicants 

during consultation
• Review past challenges and lessons learned from previous 

consultations
• Discuss best practices for future consultations related to SLR 

application reviews

*The term “Services” is a collective reference to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) 
and the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS). Generally, FWS manages land and 
freshwater species and NMFS manages marine and anadromous species.

Purpose and Goals of the Workshop
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Industry Concerns
• Late identification of Service concerns and associated data 

gaps and monitoring needs, even when a protected species is 
identified early 

• Potential for delay in NRC environmental review schedule 
caused by lack of agreement between NRC and Services 
regarding start of formal consultation and associated 
applicable mandated time limits

• Potential delay in NRC schedule for issuing renewed license 
due to time needed to complete field sampling and close 
formal consultation 

• Potential added license renewal project cost for unexpected 
field sampling programs
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Industry Goals
• Improve understanding by all parties in nuclear plant license 

renewal projects of the consultation processes under the 
Endangered Species Act and the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery 
Conservation and Management Act

• Identify consultation process weaknesses that lead to Industry 
concerns

• Identify consultation process improvements that could 
mitigate weaknesses

• Obtain consensus among the parties on a plan to implement 
improvements
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Act Purpose Federal Agency Authority

NEPA Disclose and consider the 
impacts to the human and 
natural environment

Federal action agency 
(i.e. NRC) 

ESA Protect and recover imperiled 
species

Federal action agency 
(i.e. NRC) in
consultation with FWS 
and NMFS

MSA Identify and protect essential 
fish habitat (EFH)

Federal action agency 
(i.e. NRC) in 
consultation with NMFS

Regulatory Framework

NEPA, ESA, and MSA Comparison
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Act Trigger Documentation
NEPA The proposed action may cause 

significant impacts to the natural 
and human environment

Environmental Impact 
Statement (EIS)

ESA Listed species or critical habitats 
may be affected by the proposed 
action

Biological Assessment*

MSA Proposed action may adversely 
affect EFH

EFH Assessment

*Biological assessments are only required for major construction activities. An SLR is 
a major construction activity if it involves refurbishment or other construction-type 
activities.

Consultation Triggers

NEPA, ESA, and MSA Comparison
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Document Affected Environment Impacts Analysis 
NEPA: EIS Overview of terrestrial

and aquatic resources
Disclose direct and indirect
impacts to resource areas

ESA: Biological 
Assessment

Life history of listed 
species and 
description of physical 
and biological features 
of critical habitat

Analyze direct and indirect 
impacts to federally
endangered, threatened, 
proposed, and candidate 
species and proposed and 
designated critical habitats

MSA: EFH 
Assessment

Description of EFH 
species and life stages, 
with a focus on habitat

Identify adverse impacts 
due to degradation of 
habitat

Analysis Overview

NEPA, ESA, and MSA Comparison
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Document Definition Requirement

EIS Incremental impact of the action when added 
to other past, present, and reasonably 
foreseeable future actions regardless of what 
agency or person undertakes such other 
actions (40 CFR 1508.7)

Required if proposed 
action will impact a 
resource

Biological 
Assessment

Effects of future State or private activities, not 
involving Federal activities, that are reasonably 
certain to occur within the action area of the 
Federal action subject to consultation (50 CFR 
402.02)

Required if
Federal agency 
initiates formal 
consultation (“likely 
to adversely affect”)

EFH 
Assessment

Impacts on the environment that result from 
the incremental impact of an action when 
added to other past, present, and reasonably 
foreseeable future actions, regardless of who 
undertakes such actions (50 CFR 600.815(a)(5))

Required for all EFH 
Assessments

Cumulative Impacts

NEPA, ESA, and MSA Comparison
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Document Conclusion Categories Final Documentation
EIS • SMALL

• MODERATE
• LARGE

NRC Record of Decision

Biological 
Assessment

• No effect
• May affect, but not likely to 

adversely affect
• May affect and is likely to 

adversely affect

FWS or NMFS Letter of 
Concurrence
or
Biological Opinion

EFH 
Assessment

• No adverse impacts
• Minimal adverse impacts
• More than minimal, but less 

than substantial adverse 
impacts

• Substantial adverse impacts

Federal agency’s 
response to NMFS’s EFH 
Conservation 
Recommendations

Conclusions and Documentation

NEPA, ESA, and MSA Comparison
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• Same triggers for ESA and EFH consultations

• Same ESA Section 7 consultation process

• Same EFH consultation process

• Affected species and habitats may be similar 
between the LR and SLR reviews for a given plant

Similarities

LR vs. SLR Consultation
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• Affected species or habitats may be different
– Newly listed or delisted species (e.g. northern long-eared 

bat was listed in 2015)

– changes in species range

– Newly designated critical habitat or newly defined EFH

• Population trajectories and threats may change
– Local populations may increase or decline

– Threats to the species may change

Differences

LR vs. SLR Consultation
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• Each State has unique laws/regulations to list and 
protect species that are imperiled at the State level
– Categories may include endangered, threatened, rare, and 

special species of concern
– State laws/regulations specify how species are listed and 

protected
• State-listed species may also be federally listed
• Licensees are responsible for obtaining State permits 

and approvals
• Pre-application meetings may be useful to discuss 

efficiencies regarding State and Federal data needs

State Regulations for Special Status 
Species



Consultation under the 
Endangered Species Act
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Presentation Topics
I. Overview of the ESA
II. Consultation requirements
III. Role of NRC, the Services, and applicants
IV. Past difficulties and challenges in NRC consultations
V. Best practices for future consultations

Consultation under the 
Endangered Species Act
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Promulgated in 1973 to protect and recover imperiled species and the 
ecosystems on which they depend

Directs the Services to create a list of endangered and threatened 
species (collectively, “listed species”)

Prohibits any person* from the take** of listed species without a 
permit

Further directs the Services to:
– designate critical habitat for listed species
– develop and implement recovery plans

Divides responsibility for listed species among the Services
– FWS: terrestrial and freshwater species
– NMFS: marine and anadromous species

*The term "person" includes individuals, corporations, associations, or any other private entities; 
Federal and State governments, and foreign governments, and any other entity subject to the 
jurisdiction of the United States. See ESA §3(13) for the complete definition.
**The term “take” means to means to harass, harm, pursue, hunt, shoot, wound, kill, trap, 
capture, or collect, or to attempt to engage in any such conduct (ESA §3(19)).

I. Overview of the Act
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Section 7 of the ESA, entitled “Interagency Cooperation,” applies specifically 
to Federal agencies.

Section 7(a)(2) requires Federal agencies to consult with the Services to 
insure that any action authorized, funded, or carried out by the agency 
(“action agency”) is not likely to jeopardize the continued existence of any 
listed species or destroy or adversely modify critical habitat.

Agency actions with such a Federal nexus, such as the NRC’s granting of 
renewed operating licenses, may require consultation.

Consultation pursuant to Section 7(a)(2) is commonly referred to as “Section 
7 Consultation.”

The Services maintain joint regulations at 50 CFR Part 402 that interpret and 
implement ESA Section 7(a)-(d).
– Subpart B contains the consultation procedures

(50 CFR 402.10–402.16).

– When taking an action, the NRC must comply with these regulations.

I. Overview of the Act



II. Consultation Requirements

For a given Federal agency action…
Is Section 7 Consultation required?
What type of consultation is appropriate?
With whom must the NRC consult?
What happens during consultation?
What are the possible outcomes of consultation?
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Is Section 7 Consultation required?
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To determine whether consultation is required for a given 
Federal agency action, we must first answer these 
questions:

1. Are listed or proposed species or critical habitats 
potentially present in the action area*?

2. If present, what will be the likely effects of the action on 
those species or habitats?

The term “action area” means all areas to be affected directly or indirectly by
the Federal agency action and not merely the immediate areas involved in the 
action (50 CFR 402.02).

II. Consultation Requirements



Is Section 7 Consultation required?
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1. Are listed or proposed species or critical habitats 
potentially present in the action area?

Species and critical habitat occurrence information for a 
given action area can be obtained from:
– FWS’s Environmental Conservation Online System (ECOS) 

Information for Planning and Consultation (IPaC) project 
planning tool

– Scientific studies, monitoring reports, and other literature
– Federal and State resource agencies

II. Consultation Requirements



Is Section 7 Consultation required?
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1. Are listed or proposed species or critical habitats 
potentially present in the action area?

II. Consultation Requirements

No species or habitats present

consultation not required

No effect

Species or habitats potentially 
or known to be present

Further evaluation required



Is Section 7 Consultation required?
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2. If present, what will be the likely effects of the 
action on those species or habitats?

Ultimately, the NRC’s ESA effect determination for each species 
and critical habitat will determine whether consultation is 
required.

II. Consultation Requirements

“May affect” includes:
- May affect but is not likely to adversely affect
- May affect and is likely to adversely affect

“No effect” determination consultation not required

“May affect” determination consultation required



Is Section 7 Consultation required?
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2. If present, what will be the likely effects of the 
action on those species or habitats?

Effect determinations are made for each species and critical 
habitat.

• For example, 2 listed species and 1 critical habitat = 3 ESA 
effect determinations

• Can have a range of different effect determinations for a given 
proposed action

• Different from NRC’s NEPA conclusions of SMALL, MODERATE, 
and LARGE, which are made at the resource level

Effect determinations are based on effects to individuals of 
a species rather than on effects to the species as a whole.

II. Consultation Requirements
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No effect
• The proposed action will not affect a listed species or 

critical habitat in any way (including beneficial effects)
• Must apply to both direct and indirect effects of the 

proposed action
• Most appropriate when no listed species or critical 

habitats are potentially present in the action area
• Generally, a “high bar” to meet compared to other effect 

determinations
• This determination does not require consultation

Is Section 7 Consultation required?

II. Consultation Requirements
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May affect, not likely to adversely affect
• Effects on listed species are expected to be discountable, 

insignificant, or completely beneficial
• Discountable effects are those that are extremely unlikely to 

occur. Based on best judgement, a person would not expect 
discountable effects to occur.

• Insignificant effects relate to the size of the impact and 
should never reach the scale where take occurs. Based on 
best judgement, a person would not be able to meaningfully 
measure, detect, or evaluate insignificant effects.

• Beneficial effects are contemporaneous positive effects 
without any adverse effects to the species

• This determination requires consultation

Is Section 7 Consultation required?

II. Consultation Requirements
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May affect, is likely to adversely affect
• Adverse effects are expected that are not discountable, 

insignificant, or beneficial
• The appropriate conclusion when incidental take of any 

kind is anticipated
• This determination requires consultation
• During consultation, the Services will make a jeopardy or 

adverse modification determination that relates to how the 
adverse effects of the action would affect the species as a 
whole
– is/is not likely to jeopardize the continued existence of a 

listed species
– is/is not likely to result in destruction or adverse 

modification of designated critical habitat

Is Section 7 Consultation required?

II. Consultation Requirements



II. Consultation Requirements

For a given Federal agency action…
Is Section 7 Consultation required?
What type of consultation is appropriate?
With whom must the NRC consult?
What happens during consultation?
What are the possible outcomes of consultation?
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Section 7 consultation may be informal or formal as 
specified at 50 CFR 402.13 and 402.14, respectively.

Generally, the type of consultation relates to the ESA effect 
determination(s) made by the Federal agency.

What type of consultation is appropriate?

II. Consultation Requirements

“no effect”

no consultation

“likely to
adversely affect”

formal
consultation

“not likely to 
adversely affect”

informal
consultation
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For LR, the NRC most commonly consults with the Services 
informally.

The staff anticipates the same will be true for SLR reviews.
However, for any action in which a take may occur, formal 

consultation is required. For example, 
– Impingement and/or entrainment of listed sea turtles or fish into a 

cooling water intake system
– Tree removal in habitat known to be occupied by Indiana or northern 

long-eared bats
– Vehicle collisions with listed species that occur on the site, such as the 

American crocodile

Formal consultation allows for the development of an 
incidental take statement.

What type of consultation is appropriate?

II. Consultation Requirements
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With whom must the NRC consult?

II. Consultation Requirements

For a given Federal agency action, the NRC may be required 
to consult with the FWS, NMFS, both, or neither.

Consultation with each Service will depend upon the 
species and critical habitats present and the NRC’s ESA 
effect determinations for those species and habitats.

– Terrestrial and freshwater species  FWS

– Marine and anadromous species  NMFS



II. Consultation Requirements

For a given Federal agency action…
Is Section 7 Consultation required?
What type of consultation is appropriate?
With whom must the NRC consult?
What happens during consultation?
What are the possible outcomes of consultation?
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What happens during consultation?

II. Consultation Requirements

Informal Consultation
• Includes discussions, correspondence, and meetings between NRC staff 

and the Services
• Can include exploring ways to modify the action to reduce or remove 

adverse effects
• Can help determine the need to enter into formal consultation
• Typically, the NRC staff submits its ESA effect determination(s) or biological 

assessment (if one is required) to the Service(s), along with supporting 
information, and requests the Services’ concurrence with those 
determinations that the agency action is not likely to adversely affect listed 
species or critical habitats

• If a biological assessment is submitted, the Services have 30 days to 
respond per 50 CFR 402.12(j). Otherwise, there is no set timeline.

• The Services’ response will either be to concur that the action is not likely 
to adversely affect listed species or critical habitats or to state that formal 
consultation is required.

• See 50 CFR 402.13 and Section 3.1 of the Services’ Consultation Handbook
for more information
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What happens during consultation?

II. Consultation Requirements

Formal Consultation
• Consists of a more formalized process
• The NRC, as the Federal action agency, is responsible for initiating
• The NRC staff must provide the Services with relevant information 

to support a request for formal consultation, including a biological 
assessment, if required

• The NRC staff is required to provide the Services with the best 
scientific and commercial data available, and the Services may 
request additional data.

• Includes the Service’s formulation of a biological opinion that 
evaluates the nature and extent of effects of the action

• Providers an exception for specified levels of incidental take
otherwise prohibited by ESA Section 9

• The ESA regulations stipulate a 135-day timeline
• See 50 CFR 402.14 and Section 4.1 of the Services’ Consultation 

Handbook for more information



Biological Assessment
• Prepared by the Federal action agency
• Evaluates the potential effects of the action on listed and proposed 

species and critical habitat and determines whether any such species or 
habitats are likely to be adversely affected by the action

• Can support either informal or formal consultation
• Must be prepared for major construction activities*
• May contain the following per 50 CFR 402.12(f):

– The results of an on-site inspection of the area affected by the action to 
determine if listed species are present or occur seasonally

– The views of recognized experts on the species at issue
– A review of literature and other information
– An analysis of the effects of the action on the species and habitats
– An analysis of alternate actions considered by the Federal agency

*A “major construction activity” is a construction project (or other undertaking having 
similar physical impacts) which is a major Federal action under NEPA (50 CFR 402.02). 42

What happens during consultation?

II. Consultation Requirements



Requests for Formal Consultation
Even if an action does not require preparation of a biological 
assessment, the NRC must submit the following information to the 
Services with its request for formal consultation per 50 CFR 402.14(c).
– A description of the action to be considered
– A description of the specific area that may be affected 
– A description of any listed species or critical habitat that may be 

affected
– A description of the manner in which the action may affect any 

listed species or critical habitats and an analysis of any cumulative 
effects

– Relevant reports, including any environmental impact statements 
or biological assessments

– Any other relevant available information on the action, listed 
species, or critical habitat

43

What happens during consultation?

II. Consultation Requirements



II. Consultation Requirements

For a given Federal agency action…
Is Section 7 Consultation required?
What type of consultation is appropriate?
With whom must the NRC consult?
What happens during consultation?
What are the possible outcomes of consultation?
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No consultation:
The NRC staff documents its “no effect” determination in the 
NEPA document associated with the action.

Informal consultation:
The Service concurs in writing that the action is not likely to 
adversely affect listed species or critical habitats (potentially 
after the action is modified to reduce or remove adverse 
effects)

- or -
The Service directs the NRC to initiate formal consultation.

Formal consultation:
The Service issues a biological opinion. 45

What are the possible outcomes of consultation?

II. Consultation Requirements



Biological Opinion
• Prepared by NMFS or FWS
• Documents the Service’s assessment of effects to listed species 

and critical habitat and whether or not the Federal action is 
likely to jeopardize the continued existence of those species or 
result in destruction or adverse modification of critical habitat

• May include an incidental take statement consisting of:
– Level of anticipated take
– Reasonable and prudent measures
– Terms and conditions (including reporting requirements)

• Any take that is subject to and in compliance with an incidental 
take statement is not prohibited under the ESA.

• May also include discretionary conservation recommendations
46

What are the possible outcomes of consultation?

II. Consultation Requirements



• Brunswick 1 and 2
• Columbia
• Diablo Canyon 1 and 2
• Hope Creek 1
• Indian Point 2 and 3

• Oyster Creek
• Salem 1 and 2
• St. Lucie 1 and 2
• Turkey Point 3 and 4

Plants with Biological Opinions
15 power reactor units currently have a biological opinion:

47

The Services have also issued biological opinions for Crystal
River 3 and San Onofre 2 and 3, which have permanently 
ceased operations and are undergoing decommissioning.

Additionally, the FWS issued a biological opinion with respect to 
the Levy 1 and 2 combined licenses.

What are the possible outcomes of consultation?

II. Consultation Requirements



Sea Turtles
Brunswick
Crystal River
Diablo Canyon
Hope Creek
Oyster Creek
Salem
St. Lucie
San Onofre

American Crocodile
Turkey Point

Shortnose & Atlantic Sturgeons
Hope Creek
Indian Point
Salem

Chinook Salmon & Steelhead
Columbia

Florida Scrub-jay
Levy

48

The incidental take statements included with the biological opinions 
allow for the incidental take of the following species, subject to the 
licensees’ compliance with their terms and conditions.

What are the possible outcomes of consultation?

II. Consultation Requirements
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The NRC must comply with ESA Section 7 for all actions it takes, 
including SLR.

For each SLR application that it receives, the NRC will determine 
whether consultation with FWS, NMFS, or both is required.

The NRC will conduct consultations in accordance with the 
Services’ regulations at 50 CFR Part 402.

The type (informal or formal) and outcome (i.e., Services’ 
concurrence or biological opinion) of the consultation(s) in 
support of SLR may differ from prior consultations for a given 
plant due to:

– New species listings or critical habitat designations
– Shifts or expansions in listed species’ ranges
– New information on listed species

Section 7 Consultation for SLR

II. Consultation Requirements



ESA Section 7 applies exclusively to Federal agencies. Thus, 
consultation is between the Federal action agency and 
the Services (not the applicant).

However, applicants are an integral part of the process 
because they have the most in-depth knowledge of their 
particular site, will ultimately be carrying out the action, 
and will have to comply with any incidental take 
statement in order to be exempt from ESA Section 9 take 
prohibitions.

Although applicants cannot consult under Section 7, 
applicants may coordinate with the Services during 
preparation of the application.

Also, during formal consultation, applicants have several 
opportunities for involvement. 50

NRC, the Services, and Applicants

III. Consultation Roles



• The Federal action agency
• Must ensure that actions it authorizes, funds, or carries out will 

not jeopardize the continued existence of any listed species
• Identifies the action area; the listed species and critical habitats 

potentially present; and makes effect determinations for those 
species and habitats using the information provided in the 
application and its independent analysis

• Prepares a biological assessment, if required
• Initiates consultation with the Services, if warranted

– Informal consultation for “not likely to adversely affect” determinations
– Formal consultation for “likely to adversely affect” determinations

• Must not make any irreversible or irretrievable commitment of 
resources with respect to the action prior to concluding 
consultation

• Reinitiates consultation if criteria at 50 CFR 402.16 are met 51

NRC

III. Consultation Roles



• Responsible for listing species and critical habitat, preparing 
and implementing recovery plans, and consulting with Federal 
agencies under Section 7 (among other ESA responsibilities)

• Provide the Federal action agency with an official list of listed 
species and critical habitats that may be present in the action 
area

• Review the biological assessment (or other information 
submitted by the Federal action agency) and determine 
whether or not they concur with the agency’s effect 
determinations

• Formulate the biological opinion and any associated incidental 
take statement, if applicable

52

The Services

III. Consultation Roles



• Provide complete information on listed species and critical 
habitats potentially present in the action area and affected by 
the proposed action in the application to the NRC

• Respond to any requests for additional information from the 
NRC or from the Services

• May participate in conference calls, meetings, and site visits 
with NRC and the Services, as applicable

• During formal consultation:
– Have the opportunity to submit information for the Service’s 

consideration during consultation
– Must consent to extensions of consultation beyond 60 days
– May request a copy of the draft biological opinion for review and 

comment
• Must comply with the incidental take statement of the 

biological opinion to be exempt from ESA Section 9 take 
prohibitions 53

Applicants

III. Consultation Roles



IV. Past Difficulties and Challenges in 
NRC Consultations
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• Insufficient information provided to the Services to support ESA 
effect determinations
– Dated or absent surveys or monitoring data to sufficiently demonstrate 

presence/absence of species or demonstrate likelihood of potential impacts
– Services may request additional information or studies during their review, 

which can prolong consultation

• New species listed during NRC environmental review
– E.g., Red knot listing prolonged the Davis-Besse LR consultation
– E.g., Atlantic sturgeon listing affected Indian Point, Salem, Hope Creek, and 

other LR consultations ongoing at that time

• Disagreements between the Services and the NRC regarding 
reasonable and prudent alternatives and content of the 
biological opinion

• Lack of resources or timely response on the part of the Services
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Based on a review of its past ESA consultations, the 
NRC staff has identified 4 key best practices to 
increase the efficiency of future ESA consultations:

1. Hold pre-application meetings

2. Engage early with the Services

3. Provide sufficient, high-quality data

4. Designate NRC and applicant points of contact

V. Best Practices for Future Consultations
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Applicant pre-application meetings with NRC can help applicants 
identify and address potential ESA information needs or other 
challenges prior to application submittal.

• 10 CFR 51.40 allows potential applicants to confer with NRC staff 
prior to submitting environmental information or filing an 
environmental report.

• Pre-application meetings can be used to identify:
– Listed species and habitats that should be addressed in the 

application
– Type and quantity of information likely needed to adequately 

address potential impacts
– Availability and relevancy of past biological surveys
– Need for new or updated biological surveys
– Appropriate Service field offices with which to coordinate

• The earlier a pre-application meeting occurs, the better.

Hold Pre-application meetings

V. Best Practices for Future Consultations
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Consultations that engage the Services early are more likely to 
be concluded without schedule implications.

NRC:
• Uses FWS’s ECOS IPaC project planning tool
• Invites FWS representatives to site audits
• Issues separate effect determinations or biological assessments 

earlier than the draft supplemental environmental impact 
statement (SEIS) on a case-by-case basis

Applicants should:
• Engage with the Services prior to SLR application submittal
• Discuss the Services’ anticipated information needs, including 

the necessity of new or updated biological surveys

Engage early with the Services

V. Best Practices for Future Consultations
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Sufficient, high-quality data aid the NRC in making well-
supported ESA effect determinations or biological 
assessments and provide bases for the Services’ biological 
opinion, if warranted.

Updated biological surveys may be necessary or advisable.
Positive Examples
• Sequoyah

Applicant-maintained natural heritage database
• Fermi

Applicant-initiated survey to assess the potential occurrence 
of proposed species

• Braidwood
Use of an already-planned biological survey to satisfy FWS’s 
information needs

Provide sufficient, high-quality data

V. Best Practices for Future Consultations
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Designated points of contact assure that all parties are 
appropriately informed and that NRC and the applicant 
expediently respond to the Services’ information requests.

NRC:
• Assigns a biologist as consultation lead for each consultation
• Coordinates with a back-up biologist who addresses 

consultation activities when the lead is unavailable
• NRR’s biologists are Briana Grange and Michelle Moser
Applicants should:
• Assign a knowledgeable point of contact for each consultation
• Anticipate and respond to information requests from the NRC 

staff or the Services, as applicable
• Anticipate periodic interface with the NRC’s consultation lead 

until consultation is concluded

Designate NRC and applicant points of contact

V. Best Practices for Future Consultations
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Endangered Species Act of 1973, as amended (16 U.S.C § 1531 et 
seq.)

50 CFR 402. Code of Federal Regulations, Title 50, Wildlife and 
Fisheries, Part 402, “Interagency Cooperation—Endangered 
Species Act of 1973, as amended.”

Endangered Species Consultation Handbook: Procedures for 
Conducting Consultation and Conference Activities Under 
Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act.  FWS and NMFS, 
March 1998. Available at <https://www.fws.gov/endangered/
esa-library/pdf/esa_section7_handbook.pdf>.

FWS Information for Planning and Conservation (IPaC) 
Environmental Conservation Online System (ECOS). Available
at <https://ecos.fws.gov/ipac/>.

References

https://www.fws.gov/endangered/esa-library/pdf/esa_section7_handbook.pdf
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Presentation Topics
I. Overview of the MSA
II. Consultation requirements
III. Role of NRC, NMFS, and applicants
IV. Past difficulties and challenges in NRC consultations
V. Best practices for future consultations

Consultation under the 
Magnuson–Stevens Act
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• The MSA was enacted in 1976 to foster long-term 
biological and economic sustainability of our nation’s 
marine fisheries. 

• Key objectives include:
– Prevent overfishing
– Rebuild overfished stocks
– Increase long-term economic and social benefits
– Ensure a safe and sustainable supply of seafood 

I. Overview
General 
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• EFH is defined as the coastal and marine waters and 
substrate necessary for federally managed fish 
species to spawn, breed, feed, or grow to maturity. 
EFH applies to federally managed fish species.

• Eight Regional Fishery Management Councils are 
responsible for determining what habitats meet the 
definition of EFH for fish and shellfish species 
managed under their jurisdiction.

• The Councils have been designated EFH for nearly 
1,000 species at multiple life stages.

I. Overview
Essential Fish Habitat
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The MSA was amended in 1996 to require Federal 
agencies to consult with NMFS for proposed actions 
authorized, funded, or undertaken by that agency that 
may adversely affect EFH. 

Adverse effect:  Any impact that reduces the quality and/or quantity 
of EFH. Adverse effects may include direct or indirect physical, 
chemical, or biological alterations of the waters or substrate and loss 
of, or injury to, benthic organisms, prey species and their habitat, and 
other ecosystem components, if such modifications reduce the quality 
and/or quantity of EFH. Adverse effects to EFH may result from 
actions occurring within EFH or outside of EFH and may include site-
specific or habitat-wide impacts, including individual, cumulative, or 
synergistic consequences of actions. (50 CFR 600.810) 

I. Overview
Consultation Trigger
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For a given Federal action…
Is EFH Consultation required?
With whom must the NRC consult?
What happens during consultation?
What are the possible outcomes of consultation?

II. Consultation Requirements



II. Consultation Requirements

For a given Federal action…
Is EFH Consultation required?
With whom must the NRC consult?
What happens during consultation?
What are the possible outcomes of consultation?
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Is EFH Consultation required?
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To determine whether EFH consultation is required for 
a given action, we must first answer these 
questions:

1. Is EFH, including prey species, present near the 
proposed action?

2. If present, will the proposed action have an adverse 
effect on EFH?

II. Consultation Requirements



Is EFH Consultation required?
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1. Is EFH present near the proposed action?
Identify project location in NMFS’s EFH Mapper Tool

II. Consultation Requirements



Is EFH Consultation required?
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1. Is EFH present near the proposed action?
The EFH Mapper Tool provides a list of designated EFH by 

species & life stage (eggs, larvae, juvenile, and adult).
For example:

II. Consultation Requirements



Is EFH Consultation required?
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2. Will the proposed action have an adverse effect on 
EFH?

Consider impacts to EFH for all species and life stages.

II. Consultation Requirements

Activity may 
adversely affect EFH  consultation is required

No adverse effects  no consultation required



II. Consultation Requirements

For a given Federal action…
Is EFH Consultation required?
With whom must the NRC consult?
What happens during consultation?
What are the possible outcomes of consultation?
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With whom must the NRC consult?

II. Consultation Requirements

The NRC must consult with NMFS.

NMFS provides a list of EFH contacts within each 
regional office and within each State.

Typically, consultation is conducted with the 
Habitat Conservation Division within one of 
NMFS’s five regional offices.



II. Consultation Requirements

For a given Federal action…
Is EFH Consultation required?
With whom must the NRC consult?
What happens during consultation?
What are the possible outcomes of consultation?
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What happens during consultation?

II. Consultation Requirements

EFH Assessment 

• Identify designated EFH near the plant.
– NMFS’s EFH Mapper Tool

• Mandatory contents for EFH Assessment: 
– description of the proposed action
– analysis of the potential adverse effects of the action on EFH and the 

managed species
– Federal agency’s conclusions regarding the effects of the action on EFH
– proposed mitigation, if applicable

• If appropriate, the assessment should also include: 
– results of on-site inspections
– views of recognized experts on affected habitat or fish species
– review of pertinent literature and any other relevant information
– analysis of alternatives to the action
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What happens during consultation?

II. Consultation Requirements

1. The Federal agency submits the EFH Assessment to 
NMFS.
– Abbreviated consultation (no potential to cause 

substantial adverse effects): at least 60 days prior to final 
decision on the action

– Expanded consultation (substantial adverse effects): at 
least 90 days prior to final decision on the action

2. If the proposed action will adversely affect EFH, NMFS 
provides EFH Conservation Recommendations, which 
may include measures to avoid, minimize, mitigate, or 
otherwise offset adverse effects on EFH.
– Abbreviated: within 30 days
– Expanded: within 60 days
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What happens during consultation?

II. Consultation Requirements

(continued)
3. The Federal action agency must provide a detailed 

response in writing within 30 days after receiving EFH 
Conservation Recommendations. The response must 
include a description of measures proposed by the 
agency for avoiding, mitigating, or offsetting the impact 
of the activity on EFH.

4. If the response is inconsistent with any of NMFS’s EFH 
Conservation Recommendations, it must be provided at 
least 10 days prior to final approval of the action and 
must explain its reasons for not following the 
recommendations, including the scientific justification 
for any disagreements with NMFS.



II. Consultation Requirements

For a given Federal action…
Is EFH Consultation required?
With whom must the NRC consult?
What happens during consultation?
What are the possible outcomes of consultation?
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No consultation:
The NRC staff documents its “no adverse effect” 
determination in the NEPA document associated with the 
action. 

Consultation:
The NRC staff responds to EFH Conservation 
Recommendations.
The NRC staff forwards EFH Conservation Recommendations 
to the applicant/licensee.*

*This step is a best practice and not required by regulation. 
80

What are the possible outcomes of consultation?

II. Consultation Requirements



EFH Consultation applies exclusively to Federal agencies. 
Thus, consultation is between the Federal action agency 
and NMFS (not the applicant).

However, applicants are an integral part of the process 
because they have the most in-depth knowledge of their 
particular site and will ultimately be carrying out the 
action.

Although applicants do not participate in EFH consultation, 
they may coordinate with NRC during preparation of the 
application. 
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NRC, NMFS, and Applicants

III. Consultation Roles



• The Federal action agency
• Determines whether the proposed action may have 

adverse impacts on EFH for all species and life stages 
• Prepares the EFH Assessment, if required
• Initiates consultation with NMFS by submitting the EFH 

Assessment
• Responds to NMFS’s Conservation Recommendations 

within 30 days
• Forwards NMFS’s Conservations Recommendations to 

the applicant/licensee*

*This step is a best practice and not required by regulation. 
82

NRC

III. Consultation Roles



• Responsible for identifying and designating EFH 
within U.S. coastal and marine waters and consulting 
with Federal agencies under the MSA (among other 
MSA responsibilities)

• As requested, provides early input as to whether the 
proposed activity may adversely affect EFH, 
especially for projects located outside of designated 
EFH

• Reviews the EFH Assessment and develops 
Conservation Recommendations if the proposed 
activity could adversely affect EFH
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NMFS

III. Consultation Roles



• Provide complete information on designated EFH 
potentially present in the action area, including prey 
of EFH species potentially affected by the proposed 
action

• Respond to any requests for additional information 
from the NRC 

• May participate in conference calls, meetings, and 
site visits with NRC and NMFS, as applicable

84

Applicants

III. Consultation Roles



IV. Past Difficulties and Challenges in 
NRC Consultations
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• LR applicants have been unaware of the requirement 
for EFH Consultation
– In some LR applications, applicants have not addressed 

designated EFH resources because they were not aware that 
consultation and an EFH Assessment was required.

– This is especially true for licensees of inland plants located 
outside of designated EFH areas.

• Sparse information to support EFH Assessment
– Dated or absent surveys or monitoring data to sufficiently 

determine impingement and entrainment rates for federally 
managed EFH species or prey species

– Actual water withdrawal rates are more useful than maximum 
operating rates or permitted withdrawal limits
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Based on a review of its past EFH consultations, the 
NRC has identified 4 key best practices to increase 
the efficiency of future EFH consultations:

1. Hold pre-application meetings

2. Engage early with NMFS

3. Provide sufficient, high-quality data

4. Designate NRC and applicant points of contact

V. Best Practices for Future Consultations
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Applicant pre-application meetings with NRC can help applicants 
identify and address potential EFH information needs or other 
challenges prior to application submittal.

• 10 CFR 51.40 allows potential applicants to confer with NRC staff 
prior to submitting environmental information or filing an 
environmental report.

• Pre-application meetings can be used to identify:
– Designated EFH (including prey species) that should be 

addressed in the application
– Type and quantity of information likely needed to adequately 

address potential impacts
• The earlier a pre-application meeting occurs, the better.

Hold pre-application meetings

V. Best Practices for Future Consultations
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Consultations that engage NMFS early are more likely to be 
concluded without schedule implications.

NRC:
• Uses NMFS’s EFH Mapper to identify designated EFH
• Coordinates with NMFS to determine whether facilities located 

outside of designated EFH require consultation
• Issues separate EFH Assessment earlier than the draft SEIS on a 

case-by-case basis

Engage early with NMFS

V. Best Practices for Future Consultations
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Sufficient, high quality data aid the NRC in making well-
supported EFH Assessments and provide bases for NMFS’s 
Conservation Recommendations, if warranted.

• Recent and historical habitat surveys
• Recent and historical surveys for eggs, larvae, juvenile, and 

adult fish
• Impingement and entrainment rates by species
• Thermal plume modeling and field sampling
Positive Examples
• Seabrook

Use of currently existing monitoring information to satisfy 
data needs

Provide sufficient high-quality data

V. Best Practices for Future Consultations
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Designated points of contact assure that all parties are 
appropriately informed. 

NRC:

• Assigns a biologist as consultation lead for each consultation
• Coordinates with a back-up biologist who addresses 

consultation activities when the lead is unavailable
• NRR’s biologists are Briana Grange and Michelle Moser
Applicants should:
• Assign a knowledgeable point of contact for each consultation
• Anticipate and respond to information requests from the NRC
• Anticipate periodic interface with the NRC’s consultation lead 

until consultation is concluded

Designate NRC and applicant points of contact

V. Best Practices for Future Consultations
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Magnuson–Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act, 
as amended (16 U.S.C § 1801 et seq.)

50 CFR 600. Code of Federal Regulations, Title 50, Wildlife and 
Fisheries, Part 600, “Magnuson–Stevens Act Provisions.”

Essential Fish Habitat Consultation Guidance. Version 1.1.  NMFS, 
April 2004. Available at <http://www.habitat.noaa.gov/pdf/
efh_consultation_guidance_v1_1.pdf>.

Preparing Essential Fish Habitat Assessments: A Guide for 
Federal Action Agencies. Version 1. NMFS, February 2004. 
Available at <http://www.habitat.noaa.gov/pdf/
preparingefhassessments.pdf>.

Essential Fish Habitat Mapper Online Mapping Application. 
Available at <http://www.habitat.noaa.gov/protection/
efh/efhmapper/>.
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Mitigation Strategies

NRC will:

• Plan and implement an in-depth SLR Biological Consultation 
Workshop

• Assign lead biologists for each consultation: Briana Grange 
and Michelle Moser

Applicants should:
• Participate in NRC’s SLR Biological Consultation Workshop
• Request pre-application meetings to ensure common 

understanding of site-specific issues prior to application 
submittal

Risk 1: Confusion regarding consultation processes, 
consultation roles, and consultation data needs

Consultation Risks and Mitigation Strategies
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Mitigation Strategies

NRC will:

• Issue biological assessments and EFH Assessments prior to 
publication of the draft SEIS on a case-by-case basis

• Communicate early and often with the Services to ensure 
common understanding of the consultation timeline

Applicants should:
• Request pre-application meetings to ensure data needs are 

discussed with NRC early in the process
• Coordinate with the Services regarding the ESA and EFH 

during preparation of the application
• Respond to requests for additional information within 30 days

Risk 2: Schedule delays for issuing the NRC license

Consultation Risks and Mitigation Strategies
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Mitigation Strategies

NRC will:

• Communicate early and often with the Services to ensure 
common understanding of the project and data needs

• As appropriate, work with licensees to determine whether 
currently existing monitoring programs or past studies will 
adequately fulfill data needs

Applicants should:
• Request pre-application meetings to ensure data needs are 

discussed with NRC early in the process
• Coordinate with the Services regarding ESA and EFH during 

preparation of the application

Risk 3: Unexpected Data Needs

Consultation Risks and Mitigation Strategies
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Mitigation Strategies

NRC will:

• Conclude any required consultations with the Services prior to 
making an LR or SLR decision

• Make the correspondence officially concluding consultation 
(e.g., biological opinion, Service concurrence letter, or NRC’s 
reply to EFH Conservation Recommendations) publically 
available

• Publicly document the conclusion of consultation in the SEIS, 
NEPA Record of Decision, letter, or memo, as appropriate

Risk 4: Challenges that consultation is not properly 
documented

Consultation Risks and Mitigation Strategies
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